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Metamaterials, a class of architected materials, can exhibit novel mechanical properties
and unique functionalities, that are not readily available in natural bulk solids. By
multiscale structuring of bulk materials,
metamaterials can be simultaneously optimized for
mechanical robustness, light weight, versatility and
affordability. Here I report on several strategies to
design periodic and random soft polymer foams to
have increased energy absorption under large
deformation. One class of designs was inspired by
the multiscale organization found in biological
structural composites. These metamaterial cellular
composites, which are designed to be fabricated by Wide bandgap phononic metamaterial with
3D printing, can exhibit an energy absorption zero sound transmission in all directions.
capacity this a around four times greater than that of monolithic cellular structures. A
second class of designs is based on the rational arrangement of beam and shell elements.
The stiffness and energy absorption of this foam is 346% and 141% higher, respectively
than that of graded lattice structures. Finally, I will introduce a novel metamaterial structure
composed of fractal cuts that dissipates energy by sliding friction in combination with bulk
material damping. This design strategy appears to offer metamaterials with increased
stretchability, tunable vibro-acoustic properties and shape morphing capabilities.
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